
Who are YOU? Material List 

The following is a good general list.  As the artist, you will choose from these materials to bring your own vision to life.  

If you have favorite colors or brushes already you are welcome to bring them.  This is one of the few workshops I do 

in either oil or acrylic so the colors and brushes on this list can be EITHER oil or acrylic. 

Brushes: #2 bristle flat - 2 or three 

#4 flats – one bristle and one teklon 

#6 round  

#8 round 

#12 round 

MOP – I use a good quality watercolor mop or wash brush 

In addition to these you may want a package of those cheapo teklon background brushes 

Canvases: 4-6 small canvases no smaller than 6x6 and no larger than 8x10.  You may do all four the same 

size or vary the sizes.  No canvas panels please.  I will be supplying a range of primers you may use for this.  We will 

be discussing how to choose the best primer colors for your series.  

Paint:  You may use traditional and waterbased oils as well as Alkyds, but the general properties will be of 

the traditional oils if you mix them.  OR you may use acrylics for this workshop.  PLEASE don’t bring folk art paint or 

something like that.  Student grade paints from a reputable manufacturer are fine.  My color list is as follows: 

Blues:  Ultramarine 

  Prussian Blue 

Pthalo Blue (green shade) 

Optional: Cobalt and Pthalo Turquoise 

Greens:  Sap Green or Permanent Sap Green 

  Olive Green 

Yellows: Cadmium Yellow Light 

  Indian Yellow 

  Naples yellow 

 

 

 



 

Reds:  Alizarin Crimson 

  Cadmium Red Medium 

  Burnt Sienna 

Optional: Permanent Magenta, Naphtol Crimson 

Whites:  Titanium 

Rembrandt’s Nickel Titanium Yellow Light (a bit expensive and usually has to be special ordered, 

let me know if you can’t find it) 

Other optional colors and add ons:  Purple Dioxine, Raw Sienna, Raw Umber, Payne’s Gray.  I often add brands and 

colors as I encounter them, but this is what we are mostly using at the moment. 

OIL Mediums: Odourless Mineral Spirits – artist’s grade only please nothing from Lowes or Home Depot 

  Walnut Oil Alkyd or Liquin (they have this at Hobby Lobby) 

ACRYLIC MEDIUMS:  Drying retarder, Gloss Medium & Varnish 

Miscellaneous: A notebook and waterproof pen or pencil (sometimes we write on the paper palette) 

A palette or board at least 10x14,( a Masterson Paint Box and palette paper is fine) 

At least one mixing knife 

Brush washer jar or jar for water 

Paper towels 

 


